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Abstract: Power grid dispatching is a high-risk process, and its execution depends on an available
cyber system. However, the effects of cyber systems have not caught enough attention in current
research on risk assessments in dispatching processes, which may cause optimistic risk results.
In order to solve this problem, this paper proposes a risk assessment model that considers the
impact of a cyber system on power grid dispatching processes. Firstly, a cyber-physical switchgear
state model that integrates the reliability states of both cyber system functions and switchgears is
proposed, based on the transition of switchgear states in the dispatching process. Then, the potential
effects of each operating step on power grid states are analyzed considering the failure model of
cyber-physical system (CPS) components. The risk probabilities and consequences of the power grid
states are calculated to quantify the risk index. Finally, the workings and effectiveness of this model
are illustrated using the IEEE Reliability Test System-1979.
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1. Introduction

With the application of advanced communication, sensing, and control technologies in the smart
grid [1,2], the conventional power grid has developed into a complex cyber-physical system (CPS) [3,4]
and a low-carbon emissions system [5]. The openness and compatibility of cyber systems introduces
inevitable risk factors to the operation of power systems. In recent years, large-scale blackouts
took place in succession in many big cities at home and abroad. Several well-known, large-scale
blackouts in recent years, such as the Brazil blackout in 2011 and the Ukrainian blackouts in 2015 and
2016, have indicated that the failure of, or attack on, cyber systems was closely related to the power
system’s vulnerability [6–9], which is identified as one of the contributing factors and has attracted
worldwide attention.

Although optimization methods and control theories are applied in power systems to improve
safety and stability [10,11], risks are still inevitable in the operation of the power grids. A generalized
concept of risk is the product of the probability and consequences of the contingency. Commonly,
research on risk assessment of power systems expressed much concern about the disturbances
that could potentially appear in normal operation processes, and mainly included aspects of the
power grid’s operational risks [12–17] and substation risks [18–20]. The power grid operational risk
assessment, which gets more attention from scholars, focuses on the safe operation of power grids,
including steady-state [12–14] and transient stability [15–17] security. Substation risk assessment is
concerned with the condition and failure models of electric power equipment in substations and their
impacts on substation or transmission systems.
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In fact, most dispatching in power systems is executed through the operation of switchgears,
including circuit breakers, disconnectors, etc. Hence, in dispatching process, the parameters or
topology of the power grid may vary several times in a short period, which will inevitably complicate
control of the system and subsequently increase the risk in the power system. However, different from
the power grid operational risk and substation risk assessments, the object of a risk assessment for the
power grid dispatching process is the dispatching order. Hence, these risk assessment methods cannot
be directly applied in dispatching process.

In this context, different models and methods to evaluate the risk in dispatching processes have
been proposed [21–25]. Authors in [21] proposed a risk evaluation method based on the generalized
section concept, which groups the power components. Research in [22] mainly focused on assessment
indices and used an index system including heavy-load, power limit excess in the control section,
voltage violation, and loss of load to the risk consequences. In [23], a critical equipment search
technique used for contingency searching was developed to enhance computational efficiency. In [24],
a real-time probabilistic model was proposed to evaluate the influence of social period, weather, and
equipment condition on risks in the dispatching process. Research in [25] established an exponential,
comprehensive personnel-factor quantifying model, evaluating from history and the real-time level,
and it was based on cognitive reliability and error analysis models in human factor reliability theory.

However, the effects of cyber systems have not caught enough attention in current research.
The operation of switchgear components (SCs), such as breakers and disconnectors, and fault isolation
(if it occurs) in dispatching process depends on an available cyber system. Therefore, it is of great
significance to establish a risk assessment approach for dispatching process in the CPS environment.

Other research on CPS mainly focused on the impacts of a cyber system on a physical system,
specifically related to the security of a cyber system against cyber-attacks [26–30], and the reliability
of CPS components [31–36]; this paper is focused on the latter. In this context, reliability assessment
models of smart grids, considering direct and indirect cyber-power interdependencies, were proposed
in [31–33]. Lei et al. [34] introduced the concept of a cyber-physical interface matrix and constructed
a CPS failure model for reliability analysis of the IEC 61850-based substation protection system.
A non-sequential Monte Carlo simulation method, considering cyber-induced dependent failures,
was also proposed by Lei et al. in order to evaluate the reliability of a composite power system [35].
Liu et al. [36] proposed a risk assessment approach for the cascading failure of CPS that considered
hardware, software, and human factors existing in the cyber system.

Motivated by the aforementioned facts, this paper proposes a risk assessment model for power
grid dispatching processes that considers the impact of the cyber system, which improves the accuracy
of risk assessment results. In this regard, a cyber-physical switchgear state model that integrates the
reliability states of both cyber system functions and switchgears is proposed, based on the transition of
switchgear states in dispatching processes. According to control and protection functions, the possible
state of the power grid is generated based on the post-operation state of switchgear. The risk
probabilities and consequences of the power grid states are calculated to quantify the risk index.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 formulates the transition of grid
states in the dispatching process in CPS. Section 3 proposes the risk assessment model and develops
a technique to quantify risks of dispatching order. Section 4 analyzes the numerical results from a
case study based on the IEEE Reliability Test System-1979. The relevant conclusion is summarized in
Section 5.
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2. Transition of the Grid State in the Dispatching Process

2.1. Risk Source

As a key guide in the power grid dispatching process, the dispatching order can be decomposed
into a sequential combination of integrated orders and single orders [25]. The integrated orders can
also be decomposed into several single orders. Therefore, as shown in Figure 1, the dispatching order
consists of a group of single orders.
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Figure 1. Analysis of the dispatching process based on a group of single orders.

Every single order may cause a grid-state transition by operating the SCs. In fact, both SCs
and some secondary devices (such as relay protection devices and stability control devices) operate
in the dispatching process. However, the operation of SCs, which can transition the grid state, is
mainly considered.

During the execution time of each single order, the grid transitions into two kinds of states:

• sRnd: Before the SC is operated, a random grounding fault may occur at lines (such as transmission
lines and main transformer branches). Then, the protection of fault lines responds and certain
breakers are tripped.

• sOpr: After the SC is operated, the grid transitions as a result of the transition of the SC state.

Those states possibly cause risk to the grid, resulting from unexpected fault. Therefore,
the dispatching process risk consists of ROpr and RRnd, which are the corresponding risks in sOpr

and sRnd, respectively.

2.2. Dispatching Process in a Cyber-Physical System (CPS)

Generally, the dispatching order is executed in the substation. The CPS substation structure [33] is
shown in Figure 2. The cyber system mainly consists of intelligent electronic devices (IEDs), merging
units (MUs), workstation servers (WSs), communication switches (CSs), and communication lines
(CLs). The physical system mainly consists of SCs, buses, and lines. In Figure 2, the shapes of blue
represent SCs, which are connected between every bus and line.
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Figure 2. Cyber-Physical System (CPS) structure in a substation.

The dispatching order will be executed successfully if all CPS components, including cyber
and physical components, are normal. However, the CPS component may fail because of various
factors such as life limit, the external environment, and human factors. The failure of the cyber
system includes interruptions, error, and communication delay. The error and delay will not affect
communication if they are within the allowable range, which can be satisfied in most cases [37,38].
Therefore, communication interruption is the main cyber system failure considered in the dispatching
process. As shown in Figure 3 (the components in the same dotted box represent the same component),
cyber system functions include control and protection that depend on different components, which are:

• Control function: A control signal issued by the dispatcher is transmitted by WSs, CLs, CSs, and
IEDs to operate the SC.

• Protection function: A control signal issued by relay protection devices is transmitted by MUs,
CLs, CSs and IEDs, to the SC. First, the electrical measurements collected by MUs are calculated
and analyzed in a protection IED. Then, the protection IED issues a signal to operate the SC.
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Figure 3. The dependent components of cyber system functions at switchgear components (SCs) in 
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Figure 3. The dependent components of cyber system functions at switchgear components (SCs) in the
same substation.

Thus, the availability probabilities of control and protection functions are calculated by
Equations (1) and (2).

p(eCrt
N ) = ∏ pWS

N ∏ pCS
N ∏ pIED

N ∏ pCL
N , (1)

p(ePrt
N ) = ∏ pMU

N ∏ pCS
N ∏ pIED

N ∏ pCL
N . (2)

Equations (1) and (2) are formulated based on the independence between the events that cyber
system components are normally in, because every component is different and independent. However,
the dependent components of different cyber system functions may include some common components,
which means that different cyber system functions are not independent to each other.
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2.3. The Transition of sOpr

After the SC is operated, the state of the SC is transited into three possible states as follows [21]:

• Normal: The state of the SC transits as expected.
• Malfunction: The state of the SC is not transited.
• Fault: The state of the SC transits unexpectedly, which causes a grounding fault at the bus

connected to this SC.

A particular case is shown in Figure 4 to analyze the transition of grid states when breaker D trips.
A–G represent breakers. Line I-II will be disconnected to the grid if D is in normal. The grid state
will not be transited when D malfunctions or when the control function fails. The protection function
needs to be considered further if D is in fault, which causes a grounding fault at bus II.

• Line I-II and bus II will be disconnected from the grid if both the protection functions of line I-II
and bus II are normal, which results in the tripping of breakers B, E, and F.

• Line I-II and bus I and II will be disconnected if the protection function of line I-II fails, which
results in the tripping of breakers A, C, E, and F.

• Line I-II, II-III, and bus II will be disconnected if the protection function of bus II fails, which
results in the tripping of breakers B and G.
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2.4. The Transition of sRnd

After a random grounding fault occurs at a certain line, the protection function of this line will
respond correctly if it is normal, otherwise the protection function of adjacent buses will respond if
that of this line is in failure. The corresponding transitions of grid states can be analyzed as follows:

• A line will be disconnected if its protection function is normal, which results in the tripping of the
breakers connected to this line.

• A line and adjacent buses will be disconnected if the protection function of this line fails, which
results in the tripping of the breakers connected to these buses.

2.5. The Transitions of Grid states in the Dispatching Process

According to Figures 1 and 4, the transitions of grid states when they execute a dispatching order,
which has the number of C single orders, are shown in Figure 5. In each single order, s may transition
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into sRnd
FN and sRnd

FF in transitional periods before operating the SCs, and transition into sOpr
N , sOpr

M , sOpr
FN ,

and sOpr
FF after operating the SCs. The next single order is executed only if s transitions into sOpr

N when
operating the current SC.
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3. Risk Assessment Model

3.1. Risk Probability

Two reasonable assumptions are made as follows:
Assumption 1: In sRnd, concurrent random grounding faults at different lines are not considered.

This assumption meets the N-1 criterion in power systems [14,39].
Assumption 2: In both sRnd and sOpr, concurrent cyber system function failures at different SCs

are not considered if they are independent to each other.

3.1.1. The Probability of sOpr

As analyzed in Section 2.3, the grid state will be transited into four kinds of possible states when
the SC is operated. The probabilities of these grid states are calculated by Equations (3)–(8).

p(sOpr
N ) = pSC

N p(eCtr
N ), (3)

p(sOpr
M ) = pSC

M p(eCtr
N ) +

[
1− p(eCtr

N )
]
, (4)

p(sOpr
FN ) = pSC

F p(eCtr
N )p( ∩

a∈ΩSC
Brk

ePrt
N,a

∣∣∣eCtr
N ), (5)

p( ∩
a∈ΩSC

Brk

ePrt
N,a

∣∣∣eCtr
N ) = ∏

a∈ΩSC
Brk

p(êPrt
N,a), (6)

p(êPrt
N,a) =


p(ePrt

N,a)

pCS
N

, if p(ePrt
N,aeCtr

N ) 6= p(ePrt
N,a)p(eCtr

N )

p(ePrt
N,a), if p(ePrt

N,aeCtr
N ) = p(ePrt

N,a)p(eCtr
N )

∀a ∈ ΩSC
Brk, (7)

p(sOpr
FF ) = pSC

F p(eCtr
N )[1− p(êPrt

N,a)] ∀a ∈ ΩSC
Brk. (8)

When calculating p(sOpr
N ) and p(sOpr

M ), the events of the operating SC and the events of its control
function are independent to each other because of their different dependent components. However,
when calculating p(sOpr

FN ) and p(sOpr
FF ), ePrt

N,a and eCtr
N may not be independent to each other, which

depends on whether they have a common dependent component (i.e., Process CS in Figure 3). Here,
we introduced an event êPrt

N,a, which represents ePrt
N,a under the condition that event eCtr

N has occurred.
Note that p(eCS

N

∣∣eCtr
N ) = 1, and eCS

N is the event that the common Process CS is normal. Therefore,
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the probability of êPrt
N,a is calculated by (7) and depends on the independence between ePrt

N,a and eCtr
N .

For ∀a ∈ ΩSC
Brk, êPrt

N,a is independent to each other, then we calculate p(sOpr
FF ) by (8).

3.1.2. The Probability of sRnd

After a grounding fault occurs at a line, two possible grid states follow. For protecting lines,
two breakers are installed at the beginning and end of every line in the grid. Similar to (5)–(8), the
independence between ePrt

N,b and ePrt
N,b

should be considered when calculating the probabilities of sRnd
FN,ij

and sRnd
FF,ij. p(sRnd

FN,ij) is calculated by (9)–(11).

p(sRnd
FN,ij) = pLine

F,ij p(ePrt
N,b) p(ePrt

N,b

∣∣∣ePrt
N,b ) ∀(i, j) ∈ Ωl , b ∈ ΩLine,ij

Brk , (9)

p(ePrt
N,b

∣∣∣ePrt
N,b ) = p(êPrt

N,b) ∀(i, j) ∈ Ωl , b ∈ ΩLine,ij
Brk , (10)

p(êPrt
N,b) =


p(ePrt

N,b
)

pCS
N

, if p(ePrt
N,bePrt

N,b
) 6= p(ePrt

N,b)p(ePrt
N,b

)

p(ePrt
N,b

), if p(ePrt
N,bePrt

N,b
) = p(ePrt

N,b)p(ePrt
N,b

)

∀(i, j) ∈ Ωl , b ∈ ΩLine,ij
Brk , (11)

where êPrt
N,b

represents the event ePrt
N,b

under the condition that event ePrt
N,b has occurred.

According to Assumption 2 in 3.1, the independence between ePrt
N,b and ePrt

N,b
decides whether

the concurrent protection function failures at the two breakers at both ends of the line are taken
into account.

If ePrt
N,b and ePrt

N,b
are independent to each other:

p(sRnd
FF,ij) = pLine

F,ij [1− p(ePrt
N,b)] ∀(i, j) ∈ Ωl , b ∈ ΩLine,ij

Brk . (12)

Else if:

p(sRnd
FF,ij) = pLine

F,ij p(ePrt
N,b)

[
1−

p(ePrt
N,b

)

pCS
N

]
∀(i, j) ∈ Ωl , b ∈ ΩLine,ij

Brk , (13)

p(sRnd
FF,ij) = pLine

F,ij

{
(1− pCS

N ) + pCS
N

[
1−

p(ePrt
N,b)

pCS
N

][
1−

p(ePrt
N,b

)

pCS
N

]}
∀(i, j) ∈ Ωl , b ∈ ΩLine,ij

Brk . (14)

The single protection function failure at breaker b, and the concurrent protection function failures
at breaker b and b, are considered in (13) and (14), respectively.

In general, the failure probabilities of electric power components are affected by many factors
including the external conditions and their life [40–42], so it is difficult to quantify accurately.
To simplify the model, we used the basic reliability parameters of power components to calculate their
failure probabilities during the dispatching process in this paper.

3.2. Risk Consequence

The load loss caused by failures of electric power components is an important contents of risk
assessment in power systems. In the dispatching process, we considered the load loss as the risk
consequence indicators represented by I, which resulted from two parts:

• Load loss at buses, which are disconnected to the grid after the breakers trip, resulting from the
protection of fault buses or lines. It is represented by IGrd and calculated by (16).

• Load shedding at buses, resulting from the operation constraints of the power system. It is
represented by IShd and calculated by (17)–(29), which are given as the optimal power flow models.

I = IGrd + IShd, (15)
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IGrd = ∑
h∈Ωdc

Bus

PL
h , (16)

IShd = min ∑
i∈ΩBus

PLS
i , (17)

∑
(i,j)∈ΩLine

ViVj(Gij cos δij + Bij sin δij) = PG
i − PL

i + PLS
i , ∀i ∈ ΩBus, (18)

∑
(i,j)∈ΩLine

ViVj(Gij sin δij − Bij cos δij) = QG
i −QL

i + QLS
i , ∀i ∈ ΩBus, (19)

δij = δi − δj ∀(i, j) ∈ ΩLine, (20)

QLS
i = (QL

i /PL
i ) · PLS

i ∀i ∈ ΩBus, (21)

PGmin
i ≤ PG

i ≤ PGmax
i ∀i ∈ ΩBus, (22)

QGmin
i ≤ QG

i ≤ QGmax
i ∀i ∈ ΩBus, (23)

Vmin
i ≤ Vi ≤ Vmax

i ∀i ∈ ΩBus, (24)

P2
ij + Q2

ij ≤ Smax
ij

2 ∀(i, j) ∈ ΩLine, (25)

Pij = ViVj(Gij cos δij + Bij sin δij)−V2
i Gij, ∀(i, j) ∈ ΩLine, (26)

Qij = −ViVj(Bij cos δij − Gij sin δij) + V2
i Bij, ∀(i, j) ∈ ΩLine, (27)

0 ≤ PLS
i ≤ PL

i ∀i ∈ ΩBus, (28)

0 ≤ QLS
i ≤ QL

i ∀i ∈ ΩBus. (29)

Equation (17) is the objective function. Equations (18)–(21) are AC power flow equations of the
grid. Constraints (22) and (23) limit active and reactive power outputs of the generator, respectively.
Constraint (24) restricts the voltage magnitude of buses. Constraint (25) and Equations (26)–(27) show
that the capacity of lines should be equal to or lower than their maximum capacity. Constraints (28)
and (29) guarantee that the active and reactive load shedding is equal to or lower than their active and
reactive load, respectively.

3.3. Risk Calculation

The mathematical model in Section 3.2 calculates the load loss in a specific grid state. Therefore,
the risk consequence in grid state s can be represented by I(s) as well. Risk is usually quantified by the
product of the probability and consequences of the risk event [22]. The risk R of a single order can be
calculated by (30)–(32).

R = RRnd + ROpr, (30)

RRnd = ∑
(i,j)∈ΩLine

[p(sRnd
FN,ij)I(sRnd

FN,ij) + ∑
u∈ΩLine,ij

s

p(sRnd
FF,ij,u)I(sRnd

FF,ij,u)], (31)

ROpr = p(sOpr
N )I(sOpr

N ) + p(sOpr
M )I(sOpr

M ) + p(sOpr
FN )I(sOpr

FN ) + ∑
v∈ΩSC

s

p(sOpr
FF,v)I(sOpr

FF,v). (32)

3.4. Risk Assessment Process

The proposed risk assessment model is designed as a multi-step algorithm, depicted in Figure 6.
The main steps are described as follows:

1. Input parameters including dispatching order, the reliability of components, and grid
parameters, etc.

2. Decompose the dispatching order into a group of single orders.
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3. Analyze the transitions of sOpr and sRnd for each single order.
4. Calculate RRnd. First, generate grid states by setting grounding fault at lines and using N-1

criterion. Then, calculate risk probabilities of sRnd
FN,ij and sRnd

FF,ij by (9)–(14) according to the reliability
of components and grid parameters. Finally, calculate risk consequences of such grid states
by (15)–(29).

5. Calculate ROpr. Calculate the risk probabilities and consequences of sOpr
N , sOpr

M , sOpr
FN , and sOpr

FF
by (3)–(8) and (15)–(29) respectively.

6. Calculate the risk R of single orders by (30)–(32).
7. If all single orders of the dispatching order are analyzed, the algorithm ends; otherwise, go to

Step 3.
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4. Numerical Results 
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4. Numerical Results

4.1. Parameters and Computational Platforms

The proposed risk assessment model was executed in the general algebraic modelling system
(GAMS) and the MATLAB environment using nonlinear programming (NLP) and interior point
optimizer (IPOPT), and it was verified by the IEEE Reliability Test System-1979 [41]. Specifically, the
optimal load shedding model in Section 3.2 was solved in GAMS based on the interior point method,
and other calculations were executed in MATLAB. The power grid is shown in Figure 7. We assumed
that the risk of dispatching order ‘Transition the state of line 14–16 from operation to overhaul’ was
assessed by the proposed model. The operation of grounding disconnectors was not considered
because it could not transition the grid state, which would not cause risk to grid. The dispatching
order is shown in Table 1. The operating time of the SCs was six minutes.
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Table 1. Dispatching order.

Single Order Operation Switchgear Component Operating Time

1 tripping B1 6 min
2 tripping B2 6 min
3 tripping D2 6 min
4 tripping D1 6 min
5 tripping D3 6 min
6 tripping D4 6 min

The reliability parameters of CPS components in the test system are referred to in [34] and [43].
Probabilistic parameters of the SCs and cyber components are shown in Table 2. To analyze and
compare results, we reduced maximum capacity limits of all lines to 60% of the original value.

Table 2. Reliability parameter and failure probability of some CPS components.

Cyber Component MTTF/Year λ/Year Failure Probability

WS 14.27 0.07 0.011612
CS 50 0.02 0.003328
IED 19.18 0.052 0.008653
MU 19.18 0.052 0.008653
CL 1341.32 0.000746 0.000124

Switchgear Component Normal Malfunction Fault

Breaker 0.99 0.0098 0.0002
Disconnector 0.99 0.0099 0.0001

4.2. Simulation Results

The risk results are shown in Figure 8. ROpr of the single orders 3 and 5 were zero because B1 and
B2 were tripped when D2 and D3 were operated, which did not transition the grid state even though
D2 and D3 were in fault. There would be grounding faults at bus 14 and bus 16 if the SCs of single
order 1,4 and 2,6 were in fault, respectively. However, the grounding fault at bus 14 posed a higher
risk because of the larger load loss. RRnd of single order 1 was lower than that of single orders 2–6
because of the disconnection of line 14–16, which caused lower grid reliability. The details of ROpr and
RRnd are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Risk of dispatching order.

Single Order
ROpr/×10−5 RRnd/×10−5

ROpr
N ROpr

M ROpr
FN ROpr

FF RRnd
FN RRnd

FF

1 0 0 37.62 1.789 1.003 1.113
2 0 0 24.71 1.789 4.53 1.555
3 0 0 0 0 4.53 1.555
4 0 0 18.81 0.894 4.53 1.555
5 0 0 0 0 4.53 1.555
6 0 0 12.355 0.894 4.53 1.555

4.3. Cyber System Impacts on Risk Results

To analyze the impact of the cyber system on risk results, we considered a test system with the
two following structures for comparison:

• In CPS, both physical system and cyber system are considered.
• In PS, only physical system is considered.

4.3.1. Risk Value

The risk value and risk probability in CPS were higher than that in PS because cyber components
were considered. However, there was little difference between the risk value in CPS and PS because
the magnitude of risk probability was quite small. The comparison of dispatching order risk in CPS
and PS is shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Comparison of dispatching order risk in a CPS and a physical system (PS).

Single Order
ROpr/×10−5 RRnd/×10−5 R/×10−5

CPS PS CPS PS CPS PS

1 39.408 38.8 2.116 1.411 41.524 40.211
2 26.498 25.484 6.084 5.234 32.582 30.718
3 0 0 6.084 5.234 6.084 5.234
4 19.704 19.4 6.084 5.234 25.788 24.634
5 0 0 6.084 5.234 6.084 5.234
6 13.249 12.742 6.084 5.234 19.333 17.976

4.3.2. Risk Consequence

The risk consequences of ROpr in CPS and PS are compared in Table 5. There would be a grounding
fault at bus 14 if B1 or D1 was in fault when it was operated. Then, protection mechanisms of both bus
14 and line 14–16 responded. B2 and all the breakers connected to bus 14 were tripped, which caused
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line 14–16 and bus 14 to disconnect from the grid. The load loss was ultimately 1.94 (i.e., the load at
bus 14).

However, the load loss would be 3.214 (both the load at bus 14 and16 and load shedding) if the
failure of the cyber system is considered. After a grounding fault occurred at bus 14, the protection of
bus 16 would respond if line 14–16 was in failure. Then, breakers connected to bus 16 were tripped,
which caused line 14–16 and bus 14 and16 to ultimately disconnect from the grid.

Table 5. Comparison of risk consequences in the operation of SCs in a CPS and a PS.

Single Order
IGrd IShd I

CPS PS CPS PS CPS PS

1 2.94 1.94 0.274 0 3.214 1.94
2 2.94 1 0.274 0.274 3.214 1.274
3 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 2.94 1.94 0.274 0 3.214 1.94
5 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 2.94 1 0.274 0.274 3.214 1.274

The load loss of RRnd in CPS and PS are compared in Figure 9, and that of single order 1 and 2–6
are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. Grounding faults were isolated successfully because the failure
of the cyber system was not considered in PS, which caused little load loss. However, a larger load loss
in CPS resulted from the failure of protection functions.
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From the figure, the above comparisons show that the risk consequence in CPS was much higher
than in PS, which illustrated that the impact of cyber systems could not be ignored. It seemed more
practical that both the physical and cyber systems were considered for the risk assessment in the
dispatching process.

4.4. Risk Results of Different Dispatching Orders

4.4.1. Dispatching Orders for Different Components

To observe the risk in the dispatching processes for different components, we compared the three
following dispatching orders:

• ‘Transit the state of line 14–16 from operation to overhaul’.
• ‘Transit the state of transformer 10–12 from operation to overhaul’.
• ‘Transit the state of line 16–19 from operation to overhaul’.
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The results are shown in Figure 10. O1, O2, and O3 represent the three dispatching orders,
respectively. There were differences in the risk results of different dispatching orders. The risk of single
order 1 of O1 and O2, and that of single order 2 of O3 were the highest, respectively. The dispatcher
could make reasonable dispatching decisions easily based on the risk results of different dispatching
orders and single orders.

1 
 

 
Figure 3. The dependent components of cyber system functions at switchgear components (SCs) in 
the same substation. 

 

Figure 10. Comparison of risk results of different dispatching orders.

4.4.2. Different Types of Dispatching Orders

The other common type of dispatching order in the dispatching process is to change the
operational bus for lines, which depends on the double-bus scheme in the substation. We assumed
that bus 13 was the double-bus scheme, as shown in Figure 11 (the dotted shapes represent outage
components), and the risk of dispatching order ‘Change operational bus from bus 13#1 to bus 13#2

for line 12–13′ was assessed. The dispatching order and corresponding operating SCs are shown in
Table 6.
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Table 6. The dispatching order ‘Change operational bus from bus 13#1 to bus 13#2 for line 12–13′.

Single Order Operation Switchgear Component Operating Time

1 tripping B4 6 min
2 tripping D10 6 min
3 tripping D11 6 min
4 closing D12 6 min
5 closing D10 6 min
6 closing B4 6 min
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The risk of this dispatching order is shown in Table 7. RRnd of the first single order was equal to
that of O1, O2, and O3 in Section 4.3.2 because of the similar grid states and operating times. However,
RRnd of other single orders were less than that of O1, O2, and O3, which indicated that line 12–13 was
not the key line in the grid. In single orders 2 and 5, ROpr was almost equal to zero because the risk
probability was very low (only when D10 was in fault and the protection function was at the other
breaker at line 12–13). Moreover, there would be loss in the generator if bus 13#1 failed, which caused
a large IShd resulting from the power balance constraint. Therefore, ROpr of single orders 1 and 3 were
higher than that of single orders 4 and 6.

Table 7. Risk of the dispatching order.

Single Order ROpr/×10−5 RRnd/×10−5 R/×10−5

1 70.301 2.116 72.47
2 0.254 3.230 3.484
3 35.998 3.230 39.228
4 11.390 3.230 14.620
5 0.254 3.230 3.484
6 22.580 3.230 25.810

4.5. Assessment Results of Dispatching Process Risk and Power Grid Operation Risk

A general assessment model for the operation risk in a power grid is to get the product of
probabilities (in a period of time) and consequences of all random contingencies, which usually are N-1
scenarios [12–14]. Here, we still used the dispatching order in 4.2 to illustrate the difference between
the dispatching process risk and the power grid operation risk. The result of power grid operation risk
in execution time of dispatching process was 0.0003254, which was almost equal to the summation
of RRnd in all single orders. In other words, the risk assessment model for dispatching process in this
paper considered both the operation risk of the power grid and the risk of the operating SCs, which
revealed both the overall reliability of the grid and potential contingencies when operating the SCs.

5. Conclusions

In this study, a novel model considering the impact of cyber systems is presented for a risk
quantitative assessment in the dispatching process. The risk results represent both the probabilities
and consequences of contingencies. In this regard, a cyber-physical switchgear state model that
integrates the reliability states of both cyber system functions and switchgears is proposed, based
on the transition of the switchgear state in the dispatching process. The impact of CPS component
failures on the dispatching process is analyzed to get the transitions of power grid states, and to
further get the contingencies that are taken into account. The risk probabilities and consequences
of the power grid states are calculated to quantify the risk index. The load shedding problem is
modeled as an NLP optimization model to calculate the risk consequence, which can be efficiently
solved using available software packages. The proposed model is validated on an IEEE RTS79 system.
The numerical results can directly expose the high-risk points in the dispatching process for dispatcher,
which can direct the dispatcher to make reasonable decisions. Moreover, the risk assessment results
in CPS and PS structures are compared, which shows that the risk is higher in CPS because there are
more severe contingencies when cyber system failures are taken into account. The generalizability of
the model is evaluated by different types of dispatching orders, including buses, transmission lines,
and transformers. Finally, the general assessment model for power grid operation risk is discussed
with the proposed model, which shows that the proposed model can reflect both the overall reliability
of the grid and potential contingencies when operating the SCs in the dispatching process.

In the future, we will study more complex failure models and perturbations of the cyber system,
such as cyber-attacks, and analyze their effects on the risk assessment in the dispatching process. In
addition, we will study the impact of information perturbations on more production and operation
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processes in the power system, such as the operation and control of the smart distribution network
and the integrated energy microgrid.
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Nomenclature

Symbols, Abbreviations, and Acronyms
n The breaker at the other end of the same line in which breaker n is at.
ê The event under the condition that some other events have occurred.
CPS Cyber-Physical System
CL Communication Line
CS Communication Switch
IED Intelligent Electronic Device
MU Merging Unit
PS Physical System
SC Switchgear Component.
WS Workstation Server.
Sets and Indices
ΩBus Set of buses, index i
Ωdc

Bus Set of buses that disconnect from the grid after the breakers trip, index h
ΩLine Set of lines, indices (i, j).
ΩBrk Set of breakers, index n
ΩSC

Brk Set of breakers that need to trip when the operating SC is in fault, index a.
ΩLine,ij

Brk Set of breakers that need to trip when line (i, j) is in fault, index b.
ΩSC

s Set of grid states when the operating SC is in fault and the protection is in failure, index u
ΩLine,ij

s Set of grid states when line (i, j) is in fault and the protection is in failure, index v
Parameters and Constants

pWS
N , pCL

N , pCS
N

pIED
N , pMU

N
Normal probability of WS, CL, CS, IED, and MU, respectively

pSC
N , pSC

M , pSC
F Normal, malfunction, and fault probability of the operating SC, respectively

pLine
F,ij Fault probability of line (i, j)

Gij,Bij Conductance and susceptance for line (i, j), respectively
PGmin

i ,PGmax
i Minimum and maximum active power (MW) limit of generation at bus i, respectively

QGmin
i ,QGmax

i Minimum and maximum reactive power (MVar) limit of generation at bus i, respectively
Vmin

i ,Vmax
i Minimum and maximum voltage magnitude (p.u.) at bus i, respectively.

Smax
ij Maximum capacity (MVA) limit for line (i, j)

PL
i ,QL

i Active and reactive power of load at bus i, respectively.
Variables
Vi,δi Voltage magnitude and angle at bus i, respectively
PG

i ,QG
i Active and reactive power of generation at bus i, respectively

PLS
i ,QLS

i Active and reactive power of load shedding at bus i, respectively
Pij,Qij Active and reactive power flow for line (i, j), respectively
R Risk value of a single order in the dispatching process
ROpr Risk value of the operation of the SC
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RRnd Risk value of random grounding fault occurrence at lines
p(·) Probability of grid states or events.
I(·) Risk consequence of grid states
IGrd Risk consequence of load loss from disconnecting the bus
IShd Risk consequence of load shedding from operation constraints of the power system.
Events and Grid states
eCrt

N Event that control function at the operating SC is available
ePrt

N,n Event that the protection function at the nth breaker is available
s Grid state
sOpr Grid state after SC is operated in the dispatching process
sOpr

0 Grid state before SC is operated in the dispatching process

sOpr
N Grid state if SC is operated normally

sOpr
M Grid state if SC does not respond

sOpr
FN Grid state if SC is in fault and the protection function is normal

sOpr
FF Grid state if SC is in fault and the protection function fails

sRnd Grid state after a random grounding fault occurs at line, before the SC is operated
sRnd

FN,ij Grid state when the protection of line (i, j) is in normal after line (i, j) is in fault
sRnd

FF,ij Grid state when the protection of line (i, j) is in failure after line (i, j) is in fault
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